
The ekey xLine fingerprint scanner
A new era is beginning with the ekey xLine fingerprint scanner because the intelligent use of buildings begins with 

smart functions right at the front door. Users will experience a new feeling of comfort and enjoy more flexibility in their 

everyday life. 

The door is conveniently opened with the ekey xLine fingerprint scanner via a touch sensor. Thanks to their experience 

with smartphones, users will already be familiar with how to operate the device, so it is particularly user-friendly. 

Another advantage: while conventional keys, smartphones, codes or cards can be forgotten, misplaced, or lost, your 

finger is always on hand. But the ekey xLine fingerprint scanner goes even further and offers a new feeling of comfort 

with smart features that make everyday life easier. The ekey xLine: an intelligent access control system that – already 

today – is meeting the wishes of tomorrow. 

Now is the time to enter the age of biometric access control systems!

Maximum security

Your finger as a key

Personalized time slots*

Remote opening1

Flexibly expandable system

Push notifications1

* Coming soon

Weather resistance

1 Free from 01/01/2023 to 12/31/2023, subject to a charge from 01/01/2024 
(subscription model)



ekey xLine fi ngerprint scanner
And your smart home starts at the front door!

Smart access with fi ngerprint scanner! While keys, codes, or cards can be forgotten, misplaced, lost, or 
stolen, your fi nger is always on hand. However, the ekey xLine goes even further – it gives the front door a 
smart upgrade with new features! This creates more convenience and security in everyday life for the whole 
family.
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YOUR FINGER. YOUR KEY.

Your fi nger as a key

Remote opening1

Push notifi cations1

2 Coming soon1 Free from 01/01/2023 to 12/31/2023, subject to a 
charge from 01/01/2024 (subscription model)

Personalized time slots2

Flexibly expandable system



Enjoy freedom
No more keys, your finger is always on hand. Open the 

door, close the door, and go!

Impossible to lock yourself out
Assign individual access authorizations and your 

finger becomes the key!

Smart functions
Simple app administration for smart functions, so the 

smart home starts right at the door!

Expandable at any time
All systems can be flexibly expanded to include 

additional devices, users, and functions.

What’s so special about fingerprint scanners?
The latest generation of ekey fingerprint scanners uses state- of- the-art technology with an area sensor. They 
thus correspond to the current technological status, which is already known from everyday life, such as from 
smartphones. The biometric access control solutions create more convenience, flexibility, and security in 
everyday life:

   Keyless access

   Convenient remote opening

   Automatic push notifications

   Virtual assistant Amazon Alexa

   Expandable at any time

   Smart home connectivity

   and much more



The ekey bionyx app
The fi ngerprint scanner system from ekey is conveniently administered with the ekey bionyx app via a smartphone or 

tablet. This is where the authorizations and diff erent roles for family, friends, and service providers are assigned. The 

access log shows the activity of the fi ngerprint scanner over the past seven days.

The ekey bionyx app is also the trigger for smart functions: The door can be opened remotely — a practical everyday 

helper! With push notifi cations on the smartphone, users can choose to receive a notifi cation that their loved ones have 

arrived safely at home. The connection to Alexa, the Amazon virtual assistant, provides additional convenience at the 

front door.

But ekey off ers much more: It is not necessary to decide in advance what scope the access control system should have. 

Functions and devices can be added at a later date. With the ekey bionyx app, all connected devices, access areas, 

functions, and users are always in view and can be administered centrally.

Find out more!
All information can be found at 
www.ekey.net/en/ekey-bionyx-app/ or simply 
by scanning the QR code.

Still have questions?

You will fi nd practical answers to the most frequently asked questions 
in the FAQs directly in the app! Would you like to fi nd out more about 
the activation in advance? Then come visit 
www.ekey.net/en/bionyx-faq!



The ekey xLine in everyday life
While conventional keys, smartphones, codes or cards can be forgotten, misplaced, lost, or stolen, your fi nger is always 
on hand. The ekey xLine fi ngerprint scanner builds on the proven convenience of keyless access with numerous smart 
applications.

Your fi nger as a key

Simply open the door with your fi nger — without a key, smartphone, code 
or card. Be it for running, cycling, inline skating or when the dog wants 

out: enjoy the freedom to head out as you please.

Maximum security

For its products, ekey guarantees the very highest standard of security 
against misuse and unauthorized access to the access control system. 
Only authorized persons can open the door with the ekey fi ngerprint 

scanner. The ekey fi ngerprint scanner is 1,000 times more secure than the 
4-digit number code of an ATM card.

Push notifi cations*

No more uncertainty! You automatically receive a message on your 
smartphone as soon as the door has been opened with the fi ngerprint 
scanner. This is useful in many everyday situations, but especially with 

children. Thanks to the push notifi cation, you can be sure that your child 
made it home safely from school.

Remote opening*

With an ekey fi ngerprint scanner, you can conveniently unlock the door 
with your smartphone when you are out and about. This means you can 
open the door for your handyman even if you are still on your way home. 
Let in your friend at a moment‘s notice to lend him the pressure washer 

— even if you are on vacation. Be sure you can let someone into the 
house if necessary.

Flexibly expandable system

Anyone building or renovating a house is faced with many decisions. 
Often, not all wishes can be fulfi lled immediately. This is not a problem 

for the ekey system, since functions and devices can be added at a later 
date. Users can be stored, temporarily disabled or deleted.

*Free from 01/01/2023 to 12/31/2023, subject to a charge from 01/01/2024 (subscription model)

* Free from 01/01/2023 to 12/31/2023, subject to a charge from 01/01/2024 (subscription model)


